Youth and Vocations Ministry (YVM) is not a new engagement in the Church. Thus, the steps being taken by the Church and the Congregation, particularly in St. Charles Lwanga Delegation, regarding YVM, is meant to update the approach to youth ministry with the current world in mind. It is with this goal, that all the efforts by the Church and the Congregation find motivations to effectively engage in YVM. Therefore, the paradigm shift that we see today regarding YVM is in answer to rapid changes experienced in our Church and the society today. The YVM acknowledges that there are gaps in the life of the young people. These gaps have been left by the fast and steady progress of the world. And these gaps need to be filled with Christian values and virtues. ... READ MORE
THE BIG SPOILER!
YOU’VE BEEN TOLD IT MANY TIMES, BUT ONLY YOU CAN LIVE IT.
EASTER YOUTH EXPERIENCE 2022 - SANTIAGO PROVINCE

By Laura Martín Montalbán y Jorge Ruiz Aragoneses CMF

If we had to tell you quickly what this is all about we would tell you: Christ lives and wants you alive and this, friends, implies that our life is another roll. Because when he crosses our path, our meaning of what it means to LIVE changes. Do you want to know how we live it? We’ll tell you... READ MORE

JOMICLA - MEXICO
SAN JOAQUIN CAMP

By Verónica Hamze y Daniel Galindo

JOMICLA is a Claretian group of young missionaries dedicated to service and mission. It is located in the Parish of Our Lady of Guadalupe in the city of Torreon, Coahuila, Mexico. During the year it participates in various activities and one of those is the San Joaquin Martyrs Camp in Lagos de Moreno Jalisco.

For the group, the San Joaquin camp is one of the best experiences we have had. ... READ MORE

LOVE: A TOUCHING MOVEMENT (LC 10:34)
VOCATIONAL LETTER OF JUNE ’22

By Yohanes Mangge CMF

A real action and greeting other are a life mission that should not stop at the level of words. More than that, “...went to him and bandaged his wounds...” is a shared mission that should unite in every child of God, so that the story of God’s love does not stop but continues. The continuity of God’s love story will be realized if every human being has the courage to step down, get out of his comfort zone and bandage the wounds of those who are injured. ... READ MORE